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s:NOPSIS: _Th~ ~ape~ firstly analyzes the characteri stics
rity ~nd dissimila rity) and the derivation conditions of of various artificial boundaries (similaa~plying t~e artificial boundary in numerical computatio n the boundaries . The problems involved in
discussed In the paper.
and the solution to the problem are also

THE ARTIFICIAL BOUNDARIES

MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL BOUNDARY

About thirty years have elapsed since the appearance of artificial boundaries . In these
years many artificial boundaries have been proposed to simulate wave motion in infinite media
by a finite model. It is therefore necessary to
summarize the advantage and disadvanta ge, to
find out the similarity and dissimilar ity,
l•>
distinguis h the applicatio n range and to predict the future developmen t trend of the various artificial boundaries . Based on the above
considerat ion, the paper tries to take a general but thorough look at these ones and to find
out some useful informatio n for future research.

The derivation of any artificial boundary has
to take these two steps: the first is the decompositio n of wave field, the second is the
approximat ion of the out-going ( scattering )
wave field ( wave field that travels from the
inner computatio al region to the outside ). A
traveling wave field can be decomposed into
two parts: one is the input wave field that
travels toward L'•n computatio nal region, the
other is the scattering wave field that travels
from the computatio nal region. It is obvious
that different decomposit ion or different approximatio n of the wave field will lead to dif
ferent artificial boundary. There are many methods that can be used to decompose a wave
field. Generally speaking, scattering wave
field in time domain equals to the total wave
field substracti ng the input wave field, and
that in frequency domain can be deduced from
the negative or positive value of the wave
number. Many approximat ion methods could be
used to approximat e the scattering wave field
such as Taylor expansion, Pade expansion or
even the interposit ion approxima tion. Nevertheless, we can verify that in the limit of
continuum, the mathematic al foundation of all
the artificial boundaries for SH problems may
be expressed by a unified equation as following

Artificial bopundarie s are the artifacts used
to meet the need of numerical analysis of dynamic problems in infinite media. They obviously bear two basic features as following: one
is the nonexisten ce, the other is that they
have to satisfy all the continuous condition~
at the boundary. In order to be suitable for
numerical analysis, artificial boundaries mu~l
also satisfy the following requiremen ts: one
is that they have to be conceptua lly clear,
simple and easy to be applied, another is that
they should be highly accurate and stable,
still another is that they are frequency independent. Based on these considerat ions, researchers have proposed many artificial boundaries up to the present. The author thinks
they can be divided into the following groups:
superimpos ing boundary ( Smith,l974 ; Cundall,
etc.,l978 ), transmittin g boundaries ( Liao and
Wong, 1984; Tseng,l975 ; Akao and Hakuno,l'l8 3 ),
viscous boundary ( Akiyoshi,l 977; Lysmer and
Kulemeyer, 1'169; White,l'l77 ), paraxial appro
ximation (Clayton and Engquist,I 977;Keys, l985),
consistent boundary ( Lysmer and Waas, 1972 ),
infinite element ( Zhao,t987 ) and boundary
element in infinite media. The paper will discuss their similarity and dissimi larlty in various aspects in the following sections.

Basic form:

aw +
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ot

p - = Bw
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(I)

High order form:
B"w = 0
(2)
where w is the anti-plane displaceme nt, B a
differenti ate operator, p a parameter which
varies with the form of the artificial boundary,
N the order of the boundary. The first term in
eq.(l) expresses the elastic force while the
second one expresses the viscous force. Eq.(l)
demonstrat es that the physical base of all
artificial boundaries is that they directly
or indirectly realize the dynamic equilibrium
of the elastic force and viscous force, that is
to say, this treatment indirectly realize the
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continuou s condition at

the artificia l boundary .

The reason why all the artificia l boundary
have the above similari ty is that they are the
approxim ation of the scatterin g wave field at
the boundary , their objective is to simulate
the infinite media with a boundary of a finit.~
region. It is because the common objective and
base that enables the same mathema tical relationship to exist among all the artificia l
boundari es. This common feature makes us con
elude that an optimum artificia l boundary must
utilize the most applicab le approxim ation method to simulate the scatterin g wave field under the simplest and most accurate decompos ition method. This is the fundamen tal guide in
deducing any new artificia l boundari es.
ERRORS OF ARTIFICIA L BOUNDARY
In addition to the similari ty of artificia l
boundari es, dissimil arity of them should be
particul arly stressed . It is only because th.~
dissimil arity can we compare the artificia l
boundary , thus we are able to select the mosl
applicab le artificia l boundari es. Error of
artificia l boundari es is one of the major aspects which should be considere d in comparing
artificia l boundari es. Let us suppose a unit
harmonic plane wave impinging on the artificia l
boundary from the inner computat ional region
under certain direction , the relative error of
artificia l boundary can be written as
R

I u.

I u, I

I u,

( 3)

I u,

I u, I

.lit·
where 1,, u, ·•·•d u. represen t input,
ling and reflected wave field, respectiv ely, R
the relative error. Further analytic al results
demonstr ate that when the impinging direction
of the wave field approach es to parallel the
artificia l boundary the accuracy of the bound
ary will be greatly declined or even the boundary doe~ not work. Specific ly, for a harmonic
wave directly impinging on a boundary (without
multi--r eflectio n), superimp osing boundary does
not produce any error. For transmit ting bound-aries when the ratio of the time incremen t ..O.t
and wave motion period Tis less than I/&
( .61/T<I/ 6, Liao's boundary can simulate the
impinging wav•~ field under any direction . The
accuracy of the boundary increases with the
d e c l i n a t i o n o f At/f. G i v e n t he i mp i n g i n g d i
r e c I i on o f I he w a v e f i e l d an d w he n .tl. t /T <S I / 3 ,
Akao's boundary is sufficie ntly accurate ,
whereas, when the impinging direction is unknown, the accuracy of Akao's bourlliary ;ltarpl:;
t!ecl ines. Tseng's boundary doesn' I produce any
error when a harmonic wave directly impinging
on the boundary . ~or viscous boundary and par
axial approxim ation the error is strictly de
pendent on the impinging direction . When im
0, which means that the
pinging dirP.ction
wave field perpendi cularly impinging on the
boundary , R:.O, while R 1 when fj 90", which
implies that viscous boundary and paraxial approximat ion have lost their •dfP.ct. It is in·
the
teresting to note that when L:>.t/f£:1 /4
error of Liao's boundary is always smaller than
that of paraxial approxim ation of the same or
der. The error of infinite element is generally

e

larger than that of the other artificia l boundaries. For the consisten t boundary proposed by
Lysmer and Waas, the error is also significa nt.
Only when discretiz ation of the boundary satisfies certain condition can it produces good
result. This conclusio n contradi cts that of th.~
common recogniti on. The reason is that, physically speaking , the consisten t boundary is only
a method which uses a one-dime nsional model to
simulate the wave motion in two-dime nsional
media ( Wang,l9 89). This assumptio n greatly
weakens the accuraten ess of the consisten t
boundary . If we only consider the error of the
artificia l boundari es the author intends to use
transmit ting boundary for complica td wave field.
This is because the transmit ting boundarie s are
simple and always guarantee accuracy under spe~
cific condition s.
SOME BASIC PROBLEMS OF ARTIFICIA L BOUDARY FOR
IN-PLANE PROBLEMS
Applicat ion of artificia l boundary for antiplane problems in in--plane problems will brinJ
about several totally differen t subjects to be
carefully studied. We will concentr ate here on
the following problems .
I. Artifici al Wave_Ve locity
In numerica l computat ion discretiz ation of time
and space causes dispersio n of wave motion
which lead to the introduc tion of artificiH l
wave velocity . This is another numerica l problem whose discussio n is beyond the range of
this paper. In this paper we will focus on the
physical ly conceptu al aspects. For an in-plane
problem wave motin is composed of P-wave, Swave, Rayleigh wave aud other kind of wav'"'·
Therefor e, in deducing the formula for transmitting boundarie s we have to make the following assumptio n: wave motion is consisted of a
series of plane waves with velosity c. imping
ing on the artificia l boundary , thus the arti-ficial wave velocity c. emerged. The appearanc e
of c. makes another contribu tion to enlarge
the romputal ional error and destabliz e the
numerica l analysis of infinite problems . Theoretical and computat ional results demonstr ate
that reasonab le upper and lower limit of arti·
ficial wave velocity should be c, and c,/2,
r e s p e c t i v e l y , w he r e c , an d c , r e p r e s e n t P -w a v e
and S-wave velocity , respectiv ely.
2._ -~ 1_1! b_i_l it_~

Numerica l stability has always attracted the
attention of researche rs worldwid e, no less tomention the stability of artificia l boundarie s.Generally there are two ways to consider the
stability nf artificia l boundari es. One is the
propagat ion of error wave. This means that nume r i c a l e r r o r p rod u c e d at boundary nodes w i l l
not be enlarged in propagat ion. The other is
the reflectio n coefficie nt ( the ratio of reflected wave amplitude and impinging wave am
plitude) of the artificia l boundary is always
less than!. Starting from these two considerations, we can derive the stability condition
for various artificia l boundari es. Analytic al
results demonstr ate that if the wave field can
not be expanded by a series of plane waves all
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the artificial boundaries may encounter
problem of losing stability.

the

accuracy of the superimposing boundary should
be improved. We think there are two reasons wlo;
the superimposing boundary is not accurate e
nough. One is that the superimposing boundary
requires the reflected wave field to be plane
waves, but the real reflected one is cylindri
cal in a short distance from the boundary ac
cording to Hyghens' principle. The other is
that for a source problem the input wave field
can not be a plane one. The advantage of the
superimposing boundary is that it scarcely
causes destabi lily.

3. Some Consider a ti_Qnl__!!___Q_e_r__Lv_i_ri_g_~~-t__i_! l_~_i _Ill

B(JII~~~~~-:TTe:-s~~1~o

i __-[n-::::P_l_an~_ --~ roht~Cill•

The complexity of wave field in in-plane problems often compells us to start from the very
basic assumption in deriving the artificial
boundaries, that is, to reconsider the physical
interpretation of the artificial boundaries.
Take the paraxial approximation as an exampl~
Owing to the difficulty in directly deriving
the paraxial approximation from expanding the
dispersion relations of in-plane problems, we
have to reconsider the physical foundation of
the paraxial approximation, namely, the expan-sion of wave field by a series of plane waves
perpendicularly impinging on the boundary.
Similarly for consistent boundary the problem
of solving the eigenvalue of a second order
equation arises. The appearance of and solution
to these problems provide us with favorable
conditions to understand some fundamental characteristics(like dispersion, accuracy of simulation) of wave motion and the physical foundation of artificial boundaries.
APPLICATION OF
PLANE PROBLEMS

A~f!FICIAL

_2, _}'r_I!!!Smi_!_t_i_n g_ B_o__l!rida ri e_s

Generally the accuracy of transmit! ing boundaries is very high. The problem is that they
often lead to destability of the computation.
For a source problem the destability is often
caused by high frequency wave motion in the
iscrete grids. J.B.Liu(1989) has clarified in a
nne-dimensional model that the destability is
caused by multi-reflection s in the discrete
model, and the multi-reflection results from
small error introduced at the boundary. This is
bec~use transmitting boundaries are highly
sensitive to the change of the input wave field
Presently there are two ways to treat this kind
of destability. The first is the filteration of
high frequency wave motion, that i s , the fil-tering of high frequency wave motion by a mod
ified equation in a discrete model. This modification bases on two recognitions of wave mo
lion in a discrete model: (1) discrete model
can only simulate wave motion under the cut-off
frequency; (2) destability is often caused by
high frequency wave motion in discrete models.
The modification can be written as (valid for
all the nodes in th•' bounolary region except
those at the boundary)

BOUNDARIES IN IN-

The first problem we encounter in application
of artificial boundaries in in plane problems
is discretization. Discretization brings about
several questions to be answered which do not
exist in continuum. They include dispersion,
cut--off frequency and parasitic oscillation ul
elastic wave motion which are caused by discretization. Their effect on the final result is
systematically discussed by J.ll.Liu(l989).
Discretization produces error in computatiu
and further results in destability. We should
note that the result by discrete model is vall
only under certain frequency ( that is , the
cut--off frequency). This is important in modi
fying transmitting boundaries in order to get
stable and accurate results. Further results
on these topics may be found in the article by
I .B.Liu( 1989).

u,

J_

U

1

(1-r, )(u,

,tu,., )/2

(4)

whe r e r, i s t he mod i f i c a t i on fa c t o r w i t h r e a-sonable range U.5t 1.0, u the displacement,
subscript of u indicates the node number. The
second way to treat destability may be called
as the modification of inhomogeneous wave field.
T h i s i s t o r e s t r a i n t he amp l i f i c a t i o n o f i n h o -mogeneous wave motion at the boundary nodes.
Modification of the displacement at nodes in
the boundary region except those at the bound
ary could be put as the following

For the clarity and concreteness of the conclusions made in this article we make the fol
lowing assumptions: (!) the problem considered
is a source problem with a cavity while the
source is acting directly on the surface of the
cavity; (2) the computational formula for inner
nodes adopts the pattern by an explicit finite
difference-finite element method (further description of the formula may be found in the
paper by I.B.Liu(J989)); (3) the applicatio11
form of the artificial boundary also takes the
form of explicit finite difference in order to
match that for inner nodes. We will concentrate
here on the accuracy and stabi lily in the application of artificial boundary.
I.

r

(5)

where L is the boundary node number, rz a modi
fying factor with reasonable range 0.5+ 1.0.
Numerical results demonstrat that the above two
treatments have very good effect on stablizing
the computation without any noticable change
of the accuracy.
]_._\,Tl_s co u~_fu>und~and Par ax i ~_!_oxjma_!_l_()_!!_

For viscous boundary when the ve toe it y is ex-panded by central difference method in time
domain the computational formula is stable and
fairly accurate, other forms of explicitly expanding the velocity cannot result in stable
computation. For paraxial approximation directly expanding the approximation equation by
explicit finite difference method cannot lead

Superimposing Boundary

Compared with free or fixed boundary the superimposing boundary increases the accuracy of
computation, but wave field reflected from the
boundary is still obvious, which means that the
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to stable computat ion. This may be due to the
fact that the computat ional pattern at the
boundary does not match that at inner nodes.
Expanding the approxim ation by explicit finil-1
element method still produces not very accurate
results. This brings about a problem to be
solved: how to implemen t the paraxial approxi··
mation in the explicit finite element computa
I i o II.

4.

lnfinite_~_Lem.,nt

Applicat ion of infinite element in time domain
can only consider the decaying factor but leaves out the wave propagat ion factor, thus the
result is surely not accurate enough. Further
research demonstr ates that the infinite element
method is nut accurate compared with the other
artificia l boundari es. This conclusio n is particularly true in time domain computat ion (This
is valid for dynamic mapping infinite element) .
SIJMMARY
In the above sect ions we have discussed in
various aspects the relations , errors, stabi lily and applicati on of the most widely used
artificia l boundari es. From the analysis we
can conclude that the derivatio n and application of any artificia l boundary have to undergo the following steps: (I) decompo sition of
wave field ( this step is sometime s directly
realized in the numerica l computat ion, the objective is lo identify the direction of wave
propaga tion); (2) approxim ation of the out·going wave field ( this is the artific~al
boundary condition ); (3) error analysiS of the
approxim ation; (4) ~ppli •lion and stability
analysis of the approxim ation in in-plane prob··
lems; (5) numerica l test of the approxiam tion
and effective method to stablize the computa
tion. Dissatis faction of any requirem ent in th•1
five steps compells the proposer of artificia l
boundary to reconsid er the decompo sition of
wave field and the approxim ation of the outgoing wave field thus enables research ers to
propose better and more applicab le artific~a~
boundari es. The author thinks that the artifi-cial boundari es proposed presently have basi-cally met the requirem ent of numerica l analysis
in engineer ing. The main objective at the present time is to apply and implemen t the already
existent method, especial ly the solution to the
problems related to stability . Whereas, with
the developm ent of science and technolog y new
artificia l boundari es will be proposed . No
matter what form the artificia l boundari es
adopt when they appear, they are always to
achieve the same goal: to realize the continuous condition s at the boundary for computat ion.
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